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O perative repair of the tricuspid valve at
time of left heart surgery remains a chal-
lenging clinical decision for surgeons. The

additional operative steps may treat right heart fail-
ure at the expense of losing native cardiac conduction
by injury to the atrioventricular node. For patients
with moderate or less tricuspid regurgitation (TR)
with concomitant mitral disease, this risk-benefit
analysis is even more challenging. As a result, current
practices vary by surgeon and institution with mini-
mal evidence-based consensus.
SEE PAGE 1656
In this issue of the Journal of the American College
of Cardiology, Iribarne et al1 studied the risk of per-
manent pacemaker (PPM) implantation during iso-
lated mitral valve repair (MVr) vs MVr with
concomitant tricuspid valve annuloplasty (MVr þ TA).
Through a retrospective cohort study, patients who
underwent MVr and MVr þ TA between 2004 and
2019 in New York and California were identified and
further stratified by the necessity of PPM within
90 days of the index operation. With a study size of
32,736 patients (28,003 with MVr and 4,733 with
MVr þ TA), this series is—to the best of our
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knowledge—the largest focused on PPM after mitral
valve surgery (MVS). Patients with concomitant TA
were found to have almost double the rate of PPM
implantation (14.0% vs 7.7%). Perhaps most notably,
after an average of 6.6 years of postoperative follow-
up, the cohort requiring PPMs were found to have
increased risk of mortality, infective endocarditis,
and heart failure hospitalizations, suggesting that the
clinical course after PPM implantation is not
insignificant.

Prior literature has shown that concomitant TA at
time of MVS is not associated with increased opera-
tive mortality.2 Accordingly, the 2020 American Col-
lege of Cardiology/American Heart Association
guidelines provide a Class 1b recommendation to
intervene on severe TR at time of left-sided valve
surgery.3 For patients with moderate or less severe
TR, the evidence is decidedly more vague. In the
recent randomized control trial by Gammie et al4

studying 2-year outcomes after intervening on non-
severe TR at the time of MVS, survival between the
2 cohorts was similar, but progression of TR was
significantly lower in the MVS þ TA group, although
limited only to 2 years of follow-up.4 The mortality
signals reported here by Iribarne et al1 are limited by
the state data sets because the severity of both mitral
and tricuspid disease is unknown. Therefore, these
findings may further support existing guidelines or be
contradictory to the increasing body of literature
regarding interventions for nonsevere TR. Neverthe-
less, given the ability to prevent TR progression—and
the associated morbidity and mortality of right heart
failure—it is becoming increasingly common to
perform concomitant TA in our surgical practice.

Mortality signal aside, the rates of PPM require-
ment amongst both MVS and MVS þ TA cannot be
ignored. Iribarne et al1 report an incidence of PPM
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placement of nearly 8% among isolated MVS within
90 days, a rather sobering incidence rate. In the pre-
viously mentioned randomized control trial, PPM
implantation at 2-year follow-up was only 2.5%
among the isolated MVS group.4 This directly high-
lights the difference between trial and real-world
experiences, and the importance of studying both.
Gammie et al4 found a significantly higher PPM inci-
dence in the MVS þ TA cohort (14.1%); similarly, in an
international registry of minimally invasive MVS,
concomitant TA was found to be an independent risk
factor for pacemaker implantation postoperatively
(9.0% vs 5.8%).5 Although it was reassuring to read
that this risk decreased by >4% between 2004 and
2019 in the current study, the association of TA and
PPM need must be appreciated by all surgeons and
cardiologists.1 Surgical volume considerations should
also be noted; the incidence of PPM implantation was
significantly lower in high-volume centers (>50 MVr
per year), emphasizing the impact of operative factors
in PPM need.1 In our own institutional database of
nearly 3,400 patients, we previously reported that the
use of a mitral annuloplasty full ring prosthesis con-
fers a higher risk of PPM when compared with band
annuloplasty in patients undergoing isolated MVS.6

Although all patients are presumably informed
about the risk of postoperative dysrhythmias and
potential PPM requirement, the associated morbidity
and mortality afforded by the need for PPM remains
poorly understood. Iribarne et al1 showed PPMs to be
associated with a higher long-term mortality risk,
incidence of infective endocarditis, and more heart
failure hospitalizations. In a study of Medicare ben-
eficiaries who underwent isolated tricuspid valve
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surgery, PPM implantation was associated with a
higher risk of heart failure readmission, but no
differences were seen with regard to mortality or
endocarditis.7 To further complicate the picture,
intracardiac pacemaker and cardioverter-defibrillator
leads have been shown to impact TR severity, leading
to further hemodynamic and clinical consequences.8

Ultimately, it remains unknown if PPM is a cause or
rather a surrogate of increased mortality in this pop-
ulation, but the signal described by the authors is
noteworthy.

The current authors successfully and elegantly
highlight the dilemma faced by cardiothoracic sur-
geons when faced with the opportunity to treat
tricuspid disease at time of mitral surgery. Ultimately,
randomized controlled trials and long-term follow-up
are required to fully balance the benefit of TR
reduction with the risk of complications such as
postoperative PPM necessity. These important future
findings will certainly inform preoperative discus-
sions with patients, interdisciplinary medical
decision-making, and surgical practice worldwide.
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